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The latest results of the CDF and D0 detectors on the standard Higgs model will be 

presented, using up to 10 fb
-1

 integrated luminosity at Fermilab Tevatron Collider in pp̄ 

collisions at √𝑠 = 1.96 TeV. We observe a significant excess in the mass range between 

115 and 140 GeV/c
2
. The significance of that excess is 3.0 standard deviation for MH = 

125 GeV/c
2 

[1]. The most sensitive Higgs channels at Tevatron are VH → V + bb̄. We 

will describe in details how the analyses for these channels are performed at D0. They 

include WH → a lepton + ν + bb̄ final state, ZH → two leptons + bb̄ final state, and ZH 

→ νν̄ + bb̄ final channel. After pre-selection of data, we apply a series of multivariate 

discriminants designed to identify Higgs boson candidates against backgrounds. Based 

on the discriminant output, we select the most likely Higgs boson candidate events. 

Their event displays will be shown, which are collected in the lepton + neutrino + two 

b-jets final state. We will explain the process of selecting these events. One of them is 

shown at the bottom [2]. 

A Higgs candidate of WH → an electron + 

neutrino + 2 tight tagged b-jets.  
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